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Mumonkan Case One 

Joshu’s Puppy 

 

THE CASE 

   A monk once asked Joshu, “Has a dog the Buddha nature?”  Joshu answered, “Mu.” 

 

 Finally today is the last day of our Dai-sesshin.  It was my original plan to get to the end of my 

teisho on this koan of Joshu’s Mu today, but yesterday I got a bit sidetracked, because we had our 

special guests, and I talked about some things sort of off the point, so I don’t really think, I’m sorry to 

say, that I will be able to get to the end of my teisho on this koan today. 

 Up through the day before yesterday I had been telling you about the condition of the origin, 

that is the origin of all of us, and the origin of this world which is our home.  I do keep talking about 

this same thing over and over, and so on the one hand I would expect that you would give me your 

clear understanding of it, but since you don’t I have to keep talking about it. 

 As I touched on a little bit yesterday the condition of the origin has both plus and minus as its 

content, and it is an activity.  Maybe some people after having listened to all of this might say, “You 

always say ‘Don’t accept anything unconditionally,’ but doesn’t Buddhism accept the activities of plus 

and minus unconditionally?”  But Buddhism doesn’t accept plus and minus unquestioningly.  It is 

because through our actual practice we experience every single day the experiences of plus and minus 

that we come to recognize that we are comprised of plus and minus.  Everyday we are experiencing 

the activity of existence, and the activity of non-existence.  Also every single day we are experiencing 
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for ourselves that our human world is the world in which men and women, the activity which forms 

man, and the activity which forms woman are opposing each other.   

 If you want to enumerate all the different pairs of opposite activities you could do it endlessly.  

And in Buddhism as I always say we name these fundamental opposing activities tatha-gata and 

tatha-agata.  The very practice of this practice called Tathagata Zen is founded on calling the activities 

of tatha-gata and tatha-agata in various ways.  We say that the tatha-gata activity is the plus activity, 

the activity of existing, or the guest, the object.  And the tatha-agata is the activity of minus, the 

activity of non-existing, or the activity of the host, the subject. 

 And these activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, object and subject, plus and minus are acting 

at the same time, simultaneously.  It is never the case that one is resting while the other one is 

working.  If they do rest then they rest together.  They begin resting together, and they rest 

together.  The activities of plus and minus are always acting together, and when they rest they rest 

together, but we also say that although they are always acting simultaneously, there is a difference 

between one of them taking the initiative and the other one following.  There is a difference between 

the one who is leading and the one who is following, the one that is acting and the one that is reacting.  

They are resting together, but their activity is always simultaneous, so that when the plus activity takes 

the initiative and begins to act immediately, at once, the minus activity also acts, following the plus 

activity.  And when minus takes the initiative in resting then plus will the minus’s activity of resting 

and rest too. 

 Although there is this difference between the one who is leading and the one who is following 

don’t forget that they are always acting together, at the same time. 

 When we talk about the very original source, that means the condition which is smaller than 

the very smallest condition.  But even though it is this very incredibly small state it has both plus and 

minus in it, and they are acting.  That is the teaching of Buddhism. 

 For people who are just beginning their Zen practice, even though they might hear teishos 

along this line over and over again, because they are completely filled up with their simple desire 
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simply to escape their suffering, or escape their joy, to get free from that world of suffering and joy, 

they think that this kind of talk has nothing to do with them, is completely irrelevant to them, and so of 

course they cannot understand it.  But after doing five or six years of zazen then you will come to  

understand this principle for yourself.  You will know for yourself what I mean when I say that when 

plus leads minus always follows that lead.  You will understand in a way which thinks, “Yes, that’s it!”  

You will understand in a way in which your heart is moved.  And that is when Zen practice gets fun.  

Before that I suppose the only thing you can really think about is how much your legs hurt, and that 

you have no idea what the Roshi is talking about.  

 In Tathagata Zen when we talk about this original source, this first origin we say that it is the 

state which is smaller than the smallest, and has both plus and minus acting in it.  And we also say 

that in that original source the “I am” self is not yet there, the thinking self is not yet there.  It actually 

isn’t that the “I am” self is not there, it just has not appeared yet.  The self is there, secretly stored, 

hidden, completely melted into the activities of plus and minus. 

 So we say that when plus and minus become one that is when the self is manifest, and when 

plus and minus are opposing each other the self is not manifest.  This thing that we call the self is 

manifest when plus and minus become one.  This is when it is not necessary for either plus or minus 

to act.  So even though we say that when plus and minus completely unify they have no need to act it 

is very easy to misunderstand this, because actually what we mean is they are acting without will, and 

they are doing the activity of manifesting oneness.  They are doing an activity in which they do not 

separate fro each other.  They are doing the activity of being one with each other.  In general plus 

and minus are separate from each other, but in the condition of the origin they are unified with each 

other, and they are doing the activity of unifying with each other. 

 The reason why I am so severe about my teaching about this condition of the original source is 

because after World War Two in Japan the teaching of this has become all confused and messed up, 

and even people who are Roshis do not teach about it correctly, so I have to.  I think that we can say 

that these days the teaching of Zen in Japan teaches that the condition of the origin is a condition in 
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which there is absolutely no activity.  But the Zen we have had transmitted to us from ancient times, 

true Zen, says that in the condition of the origin, in the condition of zero there is an activity which is 

bringing the condition of the origin into being.  The activity of zero is being done.  If my Zen teaching 

is to be succeeded here in America, if after I am gone it is to be left over here in America I need you to 

clearly manifest the wisdom that knows this difference between this Zen and the Zen that is in Japan.   

 Without thought, without will, plus and minus are acting together to manifest the condition of 

the origin.  The Zen that was transmitted to me, up from ancient times, has always said that this zero 

activity, when we personify it we call it the activity of true love.   

 And so when you manifest the activity of true love then there is neither good nor evil.  You 

have to carefully contemplate this for yourself.  In other words you have to carefully contemplate the 

condition of the origin for yourself.  This activity in which plus and minus are acting without will, this 

activity in which zero is acting without will, in Buddhism we also call this activity the manifestation of 

the activity of emptiness. And as I just said when we personify this zero activity, this activity of 

emptiness we call it the activity of love, and in this koan when Joshu says, “Mu” that is what he is 

talking about.   

 So, although we can sometimes see mu as in contradistinction to u, non-being in contrast to 

being, it is also the mu which has no need to oppose u anymore.   

 When you finally see to the bottom of this state for yourself then you will manifest the wisdom 

that clearly knows what it means to be an activity of emptiness self, an activity of mu self, an activity of 

zero self.   

 We personify the activity of emptiness and call it the activity of love, but we can also call this 

very same activity the activity of the dharmakaya, the activity of the true body of the Buddha.  What 

say to people who are religious people, those people who believe in religion, that teaching which 

doesn’t seem to be able to be formed without an idea of God, when they ask me “What is God?”  I tell 

them that God is this activity of the dharmakaya, is this activity of true love. 

 So, in the explanation of true love, in the explanation of Joshu’s Mu, this is the point where at 
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least we have reached the end of one chapter of it, one level of it. 

 The condition of the original source is the condition which is repeating over and over again the 

activity of love.  The activity of emptiness, the activity of mu, the activity of zero never fixates.  The 

condition of the origin is always repeating its activity over and over.  The way of teaching in Tathagata 

Zen, at least one temporary way of teaching is to say that the activity of love repeating over and over 

again in this original is the activity of pregnancy.  Just in the same way as a mother becomes pregnant 

with a child, the condition of the origin is doing the activity of being pregnant.  And this repetitive 

activity of love, this repetitive activity of zero inevitably will come to the season, will reach the time 

when the child is born.  And at least as one temporarily teaching of Tathagata Zen we say that when 

this season is arrived at then all of you, who call yourselves “I am” are born. 

 Nowadays we live in the scientific era, and so I’m sure that people understand how we are born 

in a scientific way.  But, leaving that aside for now, what I want to emphasize is that the sages of the 

old days manifested the wisdom for themselves, won the wisdom for themselves that clearly 

experienced how we are born.  When we talk about the wisdom which knows, the wisdom which 

knows what evil is, the wisdom which knows what good is, the wisdom that knows what God is, which 

knows what joy is, which knows what suffering is; in the old days the sages of India said that it is to the 

extent that we are able to manifest this wisdom which knows that we are able to have peace of mind.  

But I would like to think that science is the same in this: if there is something that we don’t know, then 

we need to know it.  Of course science is that which takes the material world as its object, and tries to 

discover the principle by which the material world acts. 

 Also philosophy can be seen in the same light as science. Philosophy is striving to understand 

what the principle of things is, what the natural reason of things is. Maybe these days people think that 

philosophy has been dealt a death-blow by science, and that philosophy is no more. But if we see that 

the purpose of both science and philosophy is to manifest the wisdom which knows the principle of 

things, then we can see that neither science nor philosophy has been ruined. People these days seem 

really proud of being scientifically minded, but if they realize that the basic purpose of science is to 
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manifest wisdom which clearly knows the principle of things, and that simply science has taken things, 

material things as its object, then people will understand that there is no basic difference between 

science and philosophy. 

 When we look at India of 2600 years ago, I think probably it’s fair to say that there was nothing, 

no distinct field of study called science. But there was a kind of philosophy, a kind of materialism that 

existed at the time of the birth of Buddhism in India which was different from Buddhist philosophy. But 

if you only make material things the object of your study, there’s no way you can really get to the 

bottom of seeing into the nature of your self. These days when people talk about the birth of the self, 

the origin of the self, the direction in which the investigation seems to be going is in a biological 

direction, where the two biological parts meet.  

 The way of thinking of Siddhartha, the person who founded Buddhism, was to think that, 

although at the time there was a way of thinking which was similar to science, in other words there 

was this materialistic way of studying things, he found that it was not possible to really see into the 

nature of the self through only thinking about it materially, and so he came to think that, as I've said 

previously, that there were activities of plus and minus, there was this thunderbolt activity, which was 

completely invisible, completely different than a material activity, and that gave rise to the material 

world. I guess it’s necessary to argue about whether plus and minus, whether the activities of 

tatha-gata and tatha-agata are truly material or not material.  

 If we say that, at least temporarily and quickly, that plus and minus are material, then in the 

condition in which plus and minus are facing each other, and then break through that condition of 

facing each other, friction, this special activity which we could call friction arises. But maybe the 

question that we have to ask here is, what if we say that plus and minus are not material, then what 

activity can we say they have done when they break through the place of facing each other? Buddhism 

says that that which is visible is material; that which is completely not visible is not material. But 

anyway, when we investigate this activity of plus and minus breaking through the situation in which 

they’re facing each other, then plus completely clearly sees into the world of minus, and minus 
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completely clearly sees into the world of plus, but I think it perfectly natural for a lot of people to say 

that my explanation of this thus-far is insufficient. 

 But, as I just said, the activities of plus and minus are not material activities. They are pure and 

simple. They are simply activities, and so the scientific way of explaining two material things breaking 

through each other and causing friction is not the same as the ancient Zen understanding of this 

activity. Just in the same way as science always must advance and develop further, Zen thinking also 

always must advance and develop further. If we fixate Buddhist thinking or Zen thinking, then it no 

longer is true Zen or true Buddhism.  

 The kind of thinking that Tathagata Zen has given birth to is the kind of thinking which 

understands that plus and minus do the zero activity, but then they do a new zero activity. In other 

words, plus and minus manifest the dharma-kaya, manifest absolute space, but then they go on to 

manifest a new dharma-kaya, a new absolute space, a new great cosmos. To say it simply, the way of 

thinking of Zen, the way of thinking of Buddhism is to say that plus and minus never fixate, the dharma 

activity never fixates. It always goes on to manifest a new dharma activity. That’s what we mean by 

advancing and developing, or evolution. That is the way of thinking of Buddhism and Zen. 

 But as I was just talking about, when plus and minus break through each other, if they were 

material we would say that friction would arise, but they’re not material, so what do you think? Does 

friction arise when this breakthrough happens or not? But anyway, the conclusion that Tathagata Zen 

comes to is that after this breakthrough does occur, plus completely experiences minus, and minus 

totally experiences plus. It would be easy enough to study Zen if Zen were a fixated Zen, but our 

questions, our doubts, will go on innumerably, endlessly, because Zen is not fixated. But if you fixate 

Zen or fixate Buddhism, and say, “This is Zen; this is Buddhism,” then that’s simply a fixated Buddhism. 

But Zen steps forward and voluntarily confesses about itself, “I'm not a fixated teaching. I'm not a 

fixated activity.” Plus and minus, without fail, will go on to manifest a new zero, a new absolute space.  

 Zen says that if you fixate by thinking, “A flower is beautiful; God is benevolent; the devil is 

evil,” then you simply have found yourself, stuck yourself in a fixated Zen, a fixated religion. The 
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dharma activity is that which forms this world. The activity of true love is that which forms this world, 

but if you fixate the activity of true love, then it is no longer the activity of true love.  

 So, when it comes to Joshu’s Mu, if you fixate Joshu’s Mu, and say this or that about it, then it 

isn’t Joshu’s Mu any more. It’s not Joshu’s U either. It’s just simply some thing that you’re saying, 

some words that are coming out of your mouth.  

 I came to America because people said that they wanted to study Zen with me, and I tried to 

study Zen with you all, but there have been times, where, upon reflecting upon this activity, I've 

thought, it’s been a complete waste, totally no good. Then there have been times when I've thought 

that it’s necessary to teach about knowing the truth from an intellectual point of view. That’s why I 

decided to have the Seminars. During the Viet-nam war, there were a lot of strikes at universities, and 

so, not having anything else to do, the college professors came to do the Seminars. After the Viet-nam 

war ended, there was a period of time when Catholic monks wanted to study Zen too.  

 At that time I felt that it was necessary to teach in an intellectual way, in an academic way, 

what we really mean by “knowing the truth,” I mean, what does the “knowing” part of “knowing the 

truth” really mean? I thought, I guess it’s necessary to teach in an academic intellectual way, things 

such as, “What is death, what is birth, what is love?” the reason why I made the Seminars in the first 

place is that I wanted to start a small school. I'm not sure what to call this in English; in Japanese it’s 

juku, just a small place where you could come to study for a year or two in this academic way. The 

reason why I came to think in that way is that I thought it would be impossible to really get to the 

experience of truth without the world of practice and the world of study walking hand-in-hand 

together.  

 So I invited all kinds of professors to come, but when it comes to being a professor, there’s a 

serious, correct way of being a professor, like they used to have in the old days, and nobody like that 

came. I guess there is actually nobody like that around. The people who came just bored us to death. 

So I came to think that it was impossible to form this kind of special school that I wanted to form, this 

kind of school that would teach a sort of scholarship that could go hand-in-hand with practice. The 
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Seminars have been going on for a long time, more than ten years, and each year it just gets more and 

more boring, worse and worse, and even though I'm the one that started them, I have to admit that 

they just are not so good. I've been getting some help from Japan, from Hanazono University of Japan; 

they’ve gotten their hands involved, but now the problem is money. I don’t really have enough money 

to put these Seminars on. So, this ideal I have, well anyway, you know you ask people to help, but they 

don’t seem to want to help. Most people just say, “That’s for the Buddhists to deal with. I'm a 

Christian. I'm not going to give you any money.” That’s the kind of answers I get. 

 Anyway, the upshot is that it’s not easy to really know this activity of zero. When we talk about 

Zen koans, the very foundation of the principle of a koan is that if you do the activity of zero, if you 

experience the activity of zero, then the result of that will be the birth of the wisdom which knows 

what the activity of zero is. This Mu Joshu said is also a koan. So when we try to explain what Joshu’s 

Mu is, in intellectual terms we can say that Joshu’s Mu is the manifestation of true love; Joshu’s Mu is 

plus and minus completely coming together and manifesting the true dharma-kaya. But that activity of 

Mu never fixates itself; that activity of Mu will split, will divide into two, and then right in the middle of 

that Mu activity, the worlds of past, present and future are manifest. And, as I always say, that’s the 

human world. The human world is manifest, but just as inevitably, plus and minus again will become 

one. When that happens, the world of past, present and future vanishes, and the complete 

dharma-kaya, the perfect zero is manifest. The teaching called Buddhism, and especially the practice 

that we call the practice of Tathagata Zen, asserts that the dharma-kaya never fixates; it always goes 

on to manifest a new dharma-kaya. The way of thinking of Buddhism, right from the start, says that no 

matter what thought it is, no matter how good a thought it is, if you fixate it, it’s no good.  

 So, getting back to this original source smaller than anything, smaller than the very smallest. In 

this original source, the plus activity, the tatha-gata activity, is taking the lead, expanding, expanding to 

manifest a new dharma-kaya. And, although there’s a difference between leading and following, the 

minus activity also acts. The moment the plus activity begins to expand, the minus activity freely 

follows that activity, but when I say minus follows, you have to remember that plus and minus are 
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opposing activities, so to freely follow in this case means that minus immediately opposes the activity 

of plus.  

 The teaching of Tathagata Zen very simply says that it is through this separation of plus and 

minus that past, present and future are manifest. So, as I always say, when they separate, the pure 

activities of plus and minus are no longer. This state which now appears, has as its content, the impure, 

the imperfect, the incomplete activities of plus and minus. At the same time, together plus and minus 

both have lost their purity, and are now appearing as father and mother, as the material world. 

Without doing plenty of practice for yourself, the kind of wisdom is just never going to appear that, 

upon hearing that kind of story, you think, yes, that’s just the way it is. But, in general, especially 

intellectuals, even though they try really hard, they are always filled up with their opinions. All they can 

do is give me their opinions. It’s pretty scary. When you meet these clever intellectual types it is 

frightening!  You’ve got to have war with them.  

 But, when you look at America, people call America an economic giant, and when you really 

investigate it, it’s true. America, I suppose, really is an economic giant. There are a lot of people who 

say that they can’t fight America, they can’t oppose America, because America is such an economic 

giant, but they don’t say that in front of America. They just keep it to themselves. Everybody really 

wants to say bad things about America, but they’re scared that if they say bad things, let’s say, in front 

of the American President, he might punch them, so they stay quiet. All of you probably don’t know 

about this. You’re all a bunch of paupers, but I'm telling you, America is an economic giant, and all the 

really rich people in the world are here, in America. If it’s a country, even if it’s the President, if that 

president or country is an economic giant, you can’t, right in front of it, you can’t attack it right from 

the front. So if you want to become president of this country, then you have to somehow find a way of 

holding hands with those really rich people. But if you get into an economic war with America, please 

be careful, because in the end, you’re going to get squashed.  

 But the teaching of Buddhism says that even those really rich people, I mean everybody, when 

they meet up with their unification of plus and minus, then the worlds of past, present and future are 
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gone, and they too are manifesting the world of the true dharma-kaya, the world of true love. In this 

case, it is when the plus activity is taking the initiative in expanding, and being helped by the minus 

activity, that through this kind of process, a new great cosmos, a new dharma-kaya is manifest. Up 

through the day before yesterday, I was telling this story about the condition of the dharma-kaya, the 

condition of zero being manifest on and on, countlessly, until finally, and without fail, the condition is 

manifest where the expanding activity can’t be done any more, in other words, the expanding activity 

doesn’t need to be done any more. We will, undoubtedly, meet up with the season where we don’t 

need to do the activity of living any more. There, the plus activity can rest. Then, the minus activity, 

who had been helping the plus activity up until then, takes up this condition in which living doesn’t 

need to be done any more, and she takes the lead within this activity. In order to maintain this 

condition of not needing to do living any more, the minus activity takes the lead, and the plus activity 

follows her lead, and then the minus activity and the plus activity together are doing the zero activity, 

right within this state of not having to do living any more. This is the manifestation of the dharma-kaya, 

the manifestation of true love. This is the ultimately large cosmos, the manifestation of the ultimately 

large, the manifestation of the condition beyond which the universe cannot get any bigger. Tathagata 

Zen says that the ultimately large state is a state in which there is no past, present or future, and it’s a 

state in which the minus activity is taking the lead, being followed by the plus activity.  

 I was really planning to get to the end of my explanation of the activity of Mu today. I couldn’t 

do it yesterday, and I couldn’t do it today either, so if I'm able to keep speaking, I'll try to do it during 

the next sesshin. I guess I'll stop here. I'm probably imagining correctly when I imagine that the jikijitsu 

and the shoji and the shika are all thinking, “Roshi, you have a picture to take today, and people 

probably have to go to the bathroom, so shut up.” But they should know that I don’t care about stuff 

like that at all. I mean, I'm going to die soon, and all I want is for someone to manifest the wisdom for 

me that knows about these things, such as “What is true love; what is living; what is dying?” but, 

everybody wants to take a picture, so, even this person who’s about to die, and doesn’t care about 

having a picture taken, I'll go along with you guys and go have my picture taken. 
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終 

the end 

 


